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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The City of North Vancouver (City) is requesting responses to this Request for
Qualifications for Construction Management Services for the new Harry Jerome Community
Recreation Centre. The new facility will replace the existing recreation centre and will be
constructed in a new location North of East 23rd Street between Lonsdale and St. George’s
Avenue.

Figure 1 – Concept Design for the HJCRC

The new HJCRC will include a diverse indoor and outdoor program including:
∙ Gymnasium
∙ Fitness Centre and Outdoor Fitness Space
∙ Multi-Purpose Rooms
∙ Art Space
∙ Youth Area
∙ Preschool and Early Years Space
∙ Community Kitchen
∙ Main Atrium & Inner Courtyard
∙ Small and Large-scale Indoor Social Spaces
∙ Food and Beverage Service (shell space)
∙ Aquatic Program
o Leisure Pool
o 25m 10-lane Pool with springboards (ability to install a future 5m platform)
o Hot Pools
o Sauna and Steam Rooms
∙ Arena Program
o NHL sized Ice Rink
o 500 Spectator Seats (~300 fixed / 200 flexible)
∙ Outdoor Program
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o Central Plaza & Green Space
o Skatepark
o Multi-Activity Court
o Nature Play Area
o Green Necklace (multi-use trail connection)
∙ Public Art
∙ Parking
o 270 underground parking stalls
∙ Silver Harbour Senior’s Activity Centre

For additional scope information refer to the April 12, 2021 council agenda item number 20.
Harry Jerome Community Recreation Centre- Project Approval (https://www.cnv.org/your
government/council-meetings - click on “Agenda Pack” for April 12 to access agenda and link to
report and attachments).
Following the RFQ evaluation, short-listed proponents will be issued an RFP to provide pre
construction, construction and post-construction services. It is intended that the successful
proponent will enter a CCDC5a contract with the City and after the tendering period enter
into a CCDC2 contract. The City reserves the right to change the delivery method
approach, as detailed in this RFQ.
Construction firms who consider themselves qualified and experienced to undertake a
project of the type and magnitude described in the following sections are invited to submit
qualifications to the City.
All enquiries regarding this Request for Qualification must be directed to:
Sabine Zander, Purchasing Manager
Finance Department
City of North Vancouver
141 West 14th Street
Phone: 604-983-7392
Fax: 604-985-1573
Email: szander@cnv.org

2.0 TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The following terms and conditions will apply to this Request for Qualification.
Submission of a Proposal indicates acceptance of all the terms that follow and that are
included in any addenda issued by the City.
Responses will be received until:
4:00PM (Local Time) Thursday, May 20th, 2021
City of North Vancouver
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The City prefers electronic submission of responses. Submissions should be in the form of a
single pdf file. Submissions are to be uploaded through Sendit, the City’s file transfer service
accessed at website: https://sendit.cnv.org/form/rfppurchasing
1. In the “Competition Title” field enter: “Construction Management Services – HJCRC-RFQ”
2. Attach the file in .pdf format and Send (ensure you receive an email confirmation from
Sendit to confirm upload is complete)
Submissions shall be deemed to be successfully received when displayed as new email in the
in-box of the City email address. The City will not be liable for any delay for any reason
including technological delays, or issues by either party’s network or email program, and the
City will not be liable for any damages associated with Submissions not received.

If there is no ability to submit electronically a paper copy of the response may
be submitted, on or before the closing time to: Sabine Zander,
Purchasing Manager, City of North Vancouver, 141 West 14th Street, North
Vancouver, BC V7M 1H9.

2.1 The City will not accept any responsibility for costs incurred in responding to this
Request for Qualifications and, if short-listed, for the preparation of a detailed
proposal.

2.2 Proponents wishing their qualifications to be considered are expected to abide by the
terms and conditions of this request. Submitting a response, and its receipt by the
City, does not represent a commitment on the part of the City to proceed further in
this process or plan with any respondent.

2.3 The City may, at its discretion, enter into discussions or negotiations with any
respondent, request further information from the marketplace, or pursue other
options.

2.4 All amendments or changes will be published at the City of North Vancouver website and
the BC Bid website. It is the responsibility of the proponent to monitor the City of
North Vancouver website to check for updates or changes.

2.5 Supplier Code of Conduct: Proponents are expected to be aware of the requirements of
the City’s Supplier Code of Conduct and comply. The code of conduct is part of the
City’s Sustainability Purchasing Policy found here : https://www.cnv.org/city
services/bid-notices/sustainable-purchasing-policy

2.6 Fair Wage: The City of North Vancouver has a Fair Wage Policy, which is a condition of
contract for all ICI (Industrial, Commercial, Institutional) construction activities greater
than $250,000. The Policy states that all employees of any Contractor and
Sub-Contractors working on City ICI contracts with an estimated value of $250,000 or
more is subject to paying labour rates as per the published Fair Wage Schedule.
Contractors will, as a minimum, pay wages as per the policy and the current Fair
Wage
Schedule
found
here:
https://www.cnv.org/city-services/bid-notices/fair-wage-policy
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2.7 Sustainability: Submission of Appendices A and B are mandatory requirements.
Proponents should complete, sign and include these with their submission. Failure to
submit properly completed and signed Declarations may result in your proposal being
rejected without further consideration.
In addition to completing Appendices A and B, the Proponent is encouraged to
provide information regarding its organization’s particular environmental and/or
social impacts. The Proponent may wish to provide a statement, including any
supporting documentation, that addresses how its organization minimizes: waste
emissions, the use or generation of harmful substances, the use of non-renewable
resources and,
substitutes a renewable resource or recycled content and
post-consumer waste, and/or maximizes energy and materials efficiency, and/or
involves actions which
contribute to social development or assists in the
conservation or development of social capital either in this community or elsewhere.

List any such polices for community benefits, hiring apprentices, indigenous
peoples, recent immigrants,
veterans, young people, and individuals with
accessibility barriers.

3.0 BACKGROUND
The existing HJCRC has served the community well since 1966. The existing facilities are
now at the end of their functional life. The replacement of the existing community recreation
centre is a stated priority of City Council and much work has been completed.
In March 2020, Council directed staff to update the design reflecting the program based on
the Community Recreation Strategy prioritization framework. This work was completed in
April 2021. On April 12, 2021, Council directed staff to proceed with the construction and
tendering documents, produce a Class A estimate, a site servicing plan and construction
sequencing plan. To advance the project, the City is looking to engage a qualified
Construction Manager during this next period of project development.
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF REQUIRED SERVICES / PROJECT
The City is ready to obtain Construction Management services and move the project
through the final design, permitting and into construction stages. The Construction
Manager will be expected to become immediately involved in the design, engage in
cost estimating, constructability consulting, tendering and scheduling services as well
as initiate the procurement of potential early works ahead of the primary tender. The
following high-level milestones are anticipated:
2021 May CM RFP Issued and Awarded
June Budget Review #1
September Budget Review #2 50% CD
October Early Works Procurement (site clearing and grubbing, skateboard
park and parking lot demolition, site readiness)
December Budget Review #3 95% CD
2022 January Early Works Construction

Early 2022 Excavation and Foundations Procurement & Construction Early 2022 Tender –
Full Scope; Early Works Completion
June Construction Contract Award & Mobilization
2025 December Total Completion & Grand Opening
5.0 SUBMISSION OF QUALIFICATIONS
Proponents who consider themselves qualified and experienced to undertake a project
of the type and magnitude described in this document are invited to submit the
following qualifications to the City of North Vancouver. Please provide a filled-out copy
of CCDC 11 – 1996 Contractor’s Qualification Statement with your submission, as well
as any supplemental information for the sections below.
Section A – Previous Work
Provide illustrative examples of similar past projects in British Columbia, both in terms
of value and scope, in which the proponent was the prime contractor. Include the
following information:
∙ Construction budget and actual final cost. Describe any material variances. ∙
Contract schedule and actual schedule. Describe any material variances. ∙
Names of the Project Manager and Superintendent involved in the project. ∙
Client references for these projects
List a minimum of five similar projects of equal magnitude and provide one of which
should be completed within the past five years of equal magnitude and cost.
Section B - Reference Checks
References provided in Section A may be contacted by the City or the City’s agents.
References may be asked to comment on the proponent’s adherence to the original
Terms of Reference, their ability to stay within budget and on schedule, and the quality
and thoroughness of the proponent’s work.
City of North Vancouver
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Section C – Company Information
Provide company information including but not limited to:
▪ General company history.
▪ Safety information.
▪ Quality Control program.
▪ Company resources.
▪ Experience with sustainable construction.
▪ Experience with aquatic and refrigeration system construction.
▪ Financial information (gross annual revenue, corporate capacity in dollars and current
backlog in dollars).
▪ Volume of work performed over the last five years.
▪ Current backlog in hand for the next three years.
▪ Detail Sustainability, Environmental and Community Benefits programs
Section D – Mandatory Requirements
∙ Letter from a Canadian bonding company confirming capability to provide a 50% labour
and performance bond for a $140 Million CCDC 2 contract.
∙ Appendix A
∙ Appendix B

6.0 SELECTION PROCESS
Proponents will be evaluated and short-listed on the basis of the qualifications
submitted, using the following criteria:

1. Understanding of the project goals, complexity, and milestones; 10%
2. Assessment of capabilities and capacity of the proponent; 20%
3. Examples of previous work similar to this project; 20%
4. Demonstrated ability to complete assignments on time, and within budget;
20%
5. Demonstration of Social, and Environmental Sustainability – 10%
6. References 20%
Short-listed proponents may be interviewed to clarify material submitted in the
credential documents.
Following a review of responses to this Request for Qualifications, preferably not
more than five proponents will be invited to participate in a Request for Proposal
process. A Request for Proposal will be presented to the short-listed proponents. The
response to the RFP will constitute the proponent’s Proposal.
The RFP will involve further evaluation including but not limited to:
∙ Proposed personnel
∙ Approach & methodology
∙ Cost estimating
∙ Fees
City of North Vancouver
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A proposal is not being requested as part of this Request for Qualifications.
The short-listed proponent(s) will be selected by City staff based on this Request for
Qualifications. The City reserves the right not to proceed.
7.0 ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A - DECLARATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES
Appendix B - DECLARATION OF SOCIAL PRACTICES
Appendix C – Design Development Report
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APPENDIX A
DECLARATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES
(to be submitted with your proposal)
The City of North Vancouver expects that each Proponent has and will comply with any
applicable legislation pertaining to the environment. In Canada these include: Canadian
Environmental Protection Act, 1999 (Canada), Fisheries Act (Canada), Transportation of
Dangerous Goods Act (Canada/BC), Environmental Management Act (BC), GVS&DD Municipal
Solid Waste and Recyclable Material Bylaw No. 181, GVRD Air Quality Management Bylaw No.
937 and GVS&DD Sewer Use Bylaw No. 164.
I declare on behalf of, ________________________________________________________
that:
(Corporate Name of Proponent )
1) The Proponent, or any person who currently holds or has, at any time within the past three
years, held the following positions or titles with the Proponent: Officer, Director or Senior
Manager, has not been convicted or subject to a determination by a regulatory body,
administrative body or other tribunal having jurisdiction over the Proponent, of a violation,
within the past three (3) years, under the legislation applicable to the Proponent, other than

those set out in the table below
Title of
act or
Bylaw

Date of violation and
regulatory/adjudication body

Description of
violation or
conviction

Regulatory/Adjudication
body document file
number

2) All the information contained herein is true, accurate, and complete, and I understand that a
false declaration may result in the disqualification of the Proposal from consideration or
termination of the resulting contract, without any cost or penalty to the Corporation;
3) I am authorized by the Proponent to sign this Declaration, and to submit with the Proposal, on
behalf of the Proponent.
NOTE: Declaration must be completed and signed by the Proponent. Failure to do so will cause
the rejection of the Proposal.
_______________________________
Additional numbered pages outlining this
Corporate Name of Proponent
portion of the Proposal may be attached to
this page and/or separate documents listed
_______________________________
above may be submitted with this schedule.
Signature of Proponent
Each such additional page and separate
Date:__________________________
document shall be signed by the Proponent.
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APPENDIX B
DECLARATION OF SOCIAL PRACTICES
(to be submitted with your proposal)
The City of North Vancouver expects that each Proponent has and will comply with
internationally recognized labour conventions and recommendations of the International Labour
Organization (ILO), of which Canada is a member, and any applicable legislation pertaining to
the work place safety, employment and human rights. In Canada these include: the Corruption of
Foreign Public Officials Act (Canada), Human Rights Act (BC), the Employment Standards Act
(BC) and the Workers’ Compensation Act (BC).
I declare on behalf of, ________________________________________________________
that:
(Corporate Name of Proponent )
1) The Proponent, or any person who currently holds or has, at any time within the past three
years, held the following positions or titles with the Proponent: Officer, Director or Senior
Manager, has not been convicted or subject to a determination by a regulatory body,

administrative body or other tribunal having jurisdiction over the Proponent, of a violation,
within the past three (3) years, under the legislation applicable to the Proponent, other than
those set out in the table below:
Title of
act or
Bylaw

Date of
violation/conviction and
regulatory/adjudication
body

Description
of violation
or
conviction

Regulatory/Adjudication
body document file
number

2) All the information contained herein is true, accurate, and complete, and I understand that a
false declaration may result in the disqualification of the Proposal from consideration or
termination of the resulting contract, without any cost or penalty to the Corporation;
3) I am authorized by the Proponent to sign this Declaration, and to submit with the Proposal, on
behalf of the Proponent.
NOTE: Declaration must be completed and signed by the Proponent. Failure to do so will cause
the rejection of the Proposal.
_______________________________
Additional numbered pages outlining this
Corporate Name of Proponent
portion of the Proposal may be attached to
this page and/or separate documents listed
_______________________________
above may be submitted with this schedule.
Signature of Proponent
Each such additional page and separate
Date:___________________________
document shall be signed by the Proponent.
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APPENDIX C

Design Development Report by
HCMA Architecture, dated March 2021

Attachment 1

HARRY JEROME COMMUNITY
RECREATION CENTRE DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT REPORT
Issued | March 2021

"This project will dramatically impact our
community for the good. I fully support this

project and can't wait for it to open!"
Community Member
Community & Stakeholder Engagement
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1.0 Executive Summary
The City of North Vancouver engaged HCMA Architecture + Design to revise the design for a new Harry
Jerome Community Recreation Centre (“HJCRC”) which is intended to replace the City’s existing recreation
facility. The new HJCRC will be constructed on the site located north of East 23rd Street between Lonsdale
Avenue and St. Georges Avenue. The Centre is intended to be a focal point for the community; where
residents and visitors of all ages and backgrounds come together to connect, experience, play, learn,
socialize and celebrate.

In 2019, the City of North Vancouver underwent a community recreation needs assessment and developed a
community recreation strategy entitled “A Healthy City for All – The Role of Community Recreation”. With this
new prioritization framework in place, program components of the Harry Jerome Community Recreation Centre
were reviewed and prioritized. In March 2020, Council endorsed a reduced project scope that aligned with the
Needs Assessment.
This report documents the re-design process that was completed between April 2020 to March 2021 in response
to the revised project scope. Biweekly project development team meetings that included the design consultant
group and staff representatives from various departments within the City and NVRCC. Beyond this working
group, stakeholder and advisory group engagement was employed to enhance the quality of the design
solution. This engagement provided feedback that helped establish the character of the building as well as its
relationship to adjacent open space and surrounding neighborhood. Careful consideration was given to re-plan
the site and find design efficiencies for the endorsed reductions in project scope.
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As part of the design process, the project vision statement and principles were revised to closer align to the
city’s updated values outlined in the recreation strategy. The vision, principles, goals and strategies
continue to define the project brief and be used to guide decision making throughout the project.
THE VISION

"The Harry Jerome Community Recreation Centre will be a welcoming, vibrant,
social heart of the community.
It will foster individual and collective wellness by providing opportunities to
participate in a variety of organized and casual activities.
The centre will empower community members to enjoy healthy, active, and
connected lives."

The selected site for the new HJCRC faced numerous constraints including a 10m grade change across the site,
a large building program that fills most of the site, and limited options for vehicular site access. Following an
extensive test-fit exercise, a building massing solution was agreed upon that had the greatest potential to
achieve our project vision. This massing option was selected due to the following advantages:
• Integrated green space throughout building
y

• Create programmed outdoor spaces in south and east portions of the site
r
a

• Large animated daylit circulation space and opportunities for in-between spaces
m

m

• Views to green courtyards from programmed space
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2.1 Site Analysis
2.1.1 Regional Scale
The selected site for the project is located in North Vancouver near the Upper Levels Highway, north of 23rd
Street E between Lonsdale Avenue and St. Georges Avenue. It is situated on a prominent corner of upper
Lonsdale that acts as a gateway to the City. The site is uniquely located almost directly in the middle between
North Vancouver’s mountains and ocean. This defining location and context is well positioned to provide a
meaningful and connected facility that bolsters a sense of place. The site also offers a key landmark to the city’s
proposed urban greenway that encircles the urban centre of the City (Green Necklace).
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2.1.2 Site Scale
South of the site is the existing HJCRC, which is intended to be demolished and commercial and residential
development to take its place. This future development is called the Harry Jerome Neighborhood Lands (HJNL)
and includes an expansive new public park of approximately 1.0 ha that builds on the existing Crickmay park.
The proposed development provides a mix of housing types, commercial space, and additional amenities.
Public transit to the site is frequent along Lonsdale Avenue with the nearest bus stop locations south of 23rd

Street E on either side of Lonsdale Avenue. Vehicular site access is challenging with the proximity of the Upper
Levels Highway to the north, a major arterial road to the west and two minor arterial roads on the south and east.
The project location shares a site with the Centennial Theatre and City Skate Park and therefore needs to
function jointly with them. The skate park will be reconfigured and incorporated into the new community
recreation centre design. The theatre will remain and should be welcomed and celebrated in the layout of the
new HJCRC facility.
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SUN ANALYSIS
This shows the orientation of the sun
between sun rise
and sun set throughout the year. In the
winter the sun is
as low as 35 degrees and in the summer as
high as 72
degrees.

TOPOGRAPHY ANALYSIS
Site topography shows a 10m grade change from north
east to southwest. This site topography will impact the
wind patterns as well as rainwater management.

SHADOW ANALYSIS
Annual shading analysis shows how
surrounding pro
posed buildings will impact the sun reaching our site
at ground level. The northern part of the site remains
in direct sun light continually while the southern part is
shaded.

WIND ANALYSIS
Annual wind analysis shows the prevailing
winds coming
d

from the east while occasionally a strong wind from the
n

u
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west will occur.
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2.1.3 Views
Given the terrain of the North Shore, the project site
offers views both towards the mountains and the
ocean. Capitalizing on these views from our site will
reinforce a sense of place and enhance wellness for
visitors to the community recreation centre.
Using drone imagery, we were able to establish
actual views from each floor level of the proposed
community recreation centre. These drone images
informed key
spatial planning decisions to capitalize on views from
various points throughout the building and site.
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2.1.4 Site Constraints
2.1.4.1 PROGRAM AREA AND VOLUME
With a large facility program area, and many programs requiring high ceiling heights (e.g.: aquatic centre,
gymnasium, and arena), the available site area is nearly fully covered by building. Strategic location and
stacking of large program components require exploration to create opportunities for outdoor activities and
landscaping.

2.1.4.2 ENTRANCES + ACCESS
While the proximity to major transportation thoroughfares provides opportunities for multiple modes of transit,
the adjacency to the Upper Levels Highway and Lonsdale avenue restrict the direct access to the site from
these busy roadways. Available area for vehicular access onto the site remain only along the south property
line (23rd Street E), including a lay-by and pedestrian crossing.

2.1.4.3 SITE TOPOGRAPHY
Located on a slope midway between ocean and mountain, the site presents a greater than 10m grade
change from south-west to north-east. With site access available from the south and east edges of the site,
building entrance and floor levels must respond in relation to the adjacent grades. Program components with
high ceiling requirements will require strategic location within the site to maintain an appropriate relationship
with the scale of the surrounding neighbourhood.

2.1.4.4 LOT CONSOLIDATION & VARIANCES
The Centennial Theatre and Norseman Park lots are planned to be consolidated into one combined property
that holds Centennial Theatre, Harry Jerome Community Recreation Centre and Silver Harbour Senior's
Activity Centre. Concurrently, a rezoning application is underway for variances to lower staff secure bike
parking requirements to reflect the number of facility staff; increase the allowable secure bikes per room;
increase the allowable distance between short-term bike parking and the principle entrance; reduced setbacks
on the north and west sides of the property; and increase the allowable lot coverage to accommodate the three
facilities on one consolidated lot.
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3.1 The Vision
“The Harry Jerome Community Recreation Centre will be a welcoming,
vibrant, social heart of the community.
It will foster individual and collective wellness by providing

opportunities to participate in a variety of organized and casual
activities.
The centre will empower community members to enjoy healthy,
active, and connected lives.”
Environmental Sustainability, and Programming,
including consideration of the project’s financial
parameters.

Vision

The purpose of the vision statement and development
of principles and goals is to set the over arching
project direction and intent, which can then be used
to guide future decision making. Listed below are

Principles rinciples
01 02 03 04 05

explanations of the terms we use in this section of
the report:
• Vision: the role of the vision statement is to declare

Goals

the HJCRC’s purpose and aspirations. It informs the
supporting principles, goals and

VISION STRUCTURE
The project vision was formulated through the
exploration of three components: Social Impact,

Sustainability
Objectives
Social
Impact

Programming

• Principle: a high level
aspiration or value which

Requirements

can guide and inspire

strategies.

Design Strategies esign
Strategies

goals, strategies and
actions across spectrum of
policies,

Site, spatial relationships, form and character
R

n
g
i
s
e

D

designs or actions.

02 03 04 05 06
01 07

• Goal: a general or specific desired outcome associated with
principles

e
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Principles

• Design Strategy: a container for a set of actions intended to
fulfill stated goals

THE HARRY JEROME
COMMUNITY RECREATION
CENTRE WILL BE...
Accessible to all, with
freedom and

Supportive of individual and
community wellness through
opportunity to participate in
physical, social, and creative
a variety 05
pursuits. A connection to the
of casual and structured natural environment is
activities.
deeply valued in achieving
this.

01

Equity

An inclusive place communities of
that draws people North Vancouver.
together and fosters Wellness
strong social
connections
between the
diverse

02

Social

03

to be who you are,
and
promotes ease of
use.

06

Inclusion
A welcoming and
safe
environment that
clearly
communicates it’s
okay

Secure

A global example of
social and
environmental
sustainability and
resilience.

Environmental
Sustainability

which creatively shape a
broad range of recreation
and cultural activities.

Financially
Responsive to evolving
community needs

07

Responsible to the City’s
financial outlook

04

Adaptable

and economic
conditions by designing Responsible
within its boundaries.

Goals
How can we realize this vision? By working towards 4 key

goals. These goals can be assigned with associated metrics
that can later be used to measure success.
Personal development and enjoyment
n

GOAL 1

g
i

Empower community members

Access, health, and safety
s

to enjoy healthy, active, and

e

D

connect lives

GOAL 3
Provide for diverse users now

The design of the new HJCRC will foster a vibrant sense of

and in the future

place and community that will continue to strengthen over time.
Its design will attract and welcome people, and support positive
individual and shared experiences.

The new HJCRC will promote access and belonging for all. It
will creatively respond to community needs as they evolve

Themes for assessment metrics:

through adaptable and innovative design and governance.

Sense of place and belonging
Social and cultural life

Themes for assessment metrics:

Connectivity and imageability

Community resilience
Sense of place and belonging
Access, health, and safety

GOAL 2
Redefine perception of recreation
to promote wellness in the

GOAL 4

community

Support the city's climate action
plan targets

The new HJCRC will embody the full spectrum of
recreation by creating a variety of dynamic spaces that actively
support expanding notions of physical, mental, and social

The City’s 2011 Corporate Climate Action Plan set a target of a

wellness. It will promote progressive synergies between

25% reduction below 2007 levels by 2020. As the existing

recreational, cultural, and intergenerational

HJCRC accounts for 27% of the City’s overall corporate
uses to support lifelong discovery and development. The sum greenhouse gas emissions, there is an opportunity to
will be greater than its parts.
demonstrate leadership and significantly reduce corporate
e

GHG emissions. The redevelopment of HJCRC has long been

s
n

a key component of the City’s corporate Climate Action Plan.

Themes for assessment metrics:
o

p

Themes for assessment metrics:

s

Social and cultural life

Refer to the Sustainability Report in appendix 6.6.

e

R
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Design Strategies esign Strategies
These goals will be achieved through a variety of strategies which will
directly be used to guide the design.
0

Create a welcoming and animated arrival space.

1

02 Design in features for delight and celebration of community identity and unique setting.

03 Ensure access for all through safe arrival, variety of seating, legibility of space and circulation, and ease of
use. 04

Strong visual and physical connections both within the facility and to the wider community.

05 Create spaces of a variety of scales and openness for user comfort.
06 Create flexible and adaptable spaces that promote a range of both specific and broad
programming as well as informal, temporary, and formal uses.

07 Connect to and integrate outdoors (build on the unique North Vancouver identity and
express through physical form).

08 Enhance and connect to urban fabric.
09 Use materials and technology that contribute to a positive experience for all.
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3.2 Form & Character
3.2.1 Building Massing
A number of key design strategies were used to help the facility be a good neighbour and responsive to its
context while creating a welcoming and vibrant heart for the community. The key strategy was in locating the
multiple program components around a central courtyard to allow for nature, light, and casual activity to
connect all users of the facility.

STEP 1
• Base massing is
embedded into the
site, accommodating

a majority of the large
TRANS. CANADA HW YSKATE PARK

LONSDALE AVE

.

A

PLAZ

ST. GEORGES AVE

program areas next to • Upper massing is

landscape

residential zone of 23rd broken to allow views,

.

23 STREET

program elements as
s

an extension of the

• Locate large program Street E

daylight, and

areas next to highway

natural ventilation

and larger blank walls

• Establish outdoor
recreation

next to steep slopes
• Locate smaller

STEP 2

A

D

PLAZ

TRANS. CANADA HW Y

n
GYMNASIUM

o

MPR

ST. GEORGES AVE

FITNESS

ps

.

HARBOUR
NATATORIUM

R

LONSDALE AVE

Georges Ave •

(users and loading)

and future

n
gi

Centennial Theatre

Respect the existing efficiency

SILVER

e

zone facing St.

.

s
e

connection points to

23 STREET

ARENA

K

SKATE PAR
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675((7
675((7

STEP 3
VIEWS TO MOUNTAINS

LONSDALE AVE

• Establish visual

.

connections to
mountains

75$16 &$1$'$ +:<
75$16 &$1$'$ +:<

/216'$/( $9(
/216'$/( $9(

.
.

6.$7( 3$5
6.$7( 3$5

STEP 4
• Maximize transparency
$
$

3/$=
3/$=

ST. GEORGES AVE

.

and indoor/outdoor
connection between
civic plaza, atrium, and

23 STREET

courtyard
• Establish civic plaza
facing 23rd Street E
with connections to the
Green Necklace

67 *(25*(6 $9(
67 *(25*(6 $9(
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3.3 Spatial Layout
3.3.1 Design Response
The intention is to create a new community hub that builds on the
success of the existing community recreation centre by relocating,
expanding, and upgrading the current amenities.
The community recreation centre’s main entrance,
landscaped plaza, and primary pedestrian site access
is off 23rd Street E. The plaza also connects with the
existing Centennial Theatre to create a new, shared

public space.
As a result, the larger program components have
been sited along the northern edge of the site next to

the Highway and the smaller, more modular program

The building is organized over 3 levels which

components have been located to the south where

include: • Level -1: Below ground

a finer grain is required to respond to surrounding

• Level 1: Partially below ground

residential neighbourhood.

• Level 2: Above ground

One level of vehicle parking is located below grade at
Level -1. The parkade is accessed off 23rd Street
E and

The building program is organized across the
levels as follows:

has an internal connection up into the

• Level -1: Parkade and Op’s & Maintenance •

main lobby of the facility. The parking level also

Level 1: Aquatics Centre, Arena, Gymnasium,

serves Centennial Theatre

Multi-Purpose Areas, Arts Studio, and Seniors’

and provides an

accessible and friendly route for patrons

Centre

to walk to the entrance of the theatre.

• Level 2: Fitness Centre, Multi-Purpose Areas,
Staff, Children’s Areas, Youth Centre, and
Seniors’ Centre

3.3.2.2 CENTRAL PLAZA, ATRIUM, AND INTERIOR
COURTYARD
The plaza, atrium and interior courtyard, which
represent the organizing structure for the building,
sets out an intuitive wayfinding and orientation
experience for HJCRC. The main atrium is the social
heart of the centre, providing a welcoming reception

e

area and opportunities for spontaneous and

s
n

programmed activities and celebrations both indoor

o

p

and outdoor. Whether you arrive by car, bike, foot or

s
e

slide, you enter into the main atrium. The interior

R

courtyard, connected to the main atrium, allows for

n
g

views throughout the centre, connects users to a

i
s

variety of activities, allows for fresh air and supports

e

spontaneous informal activities.

D

3.3.2 Plan Layout
3.3.2.1 BUILDING ORGANIZATION
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3.3.2.3 CONTROL POINTS

aquatic centre, skate shop, and gymnasium. The formal control

The main reception desk is located in the atrium to directly

point (controlling paid versus non-paid access) is situated

observe the main entrance, atrium, and concession areas.

further inwards of the building, adjacent to the aquatics change

Reception also has sight lines to the associated elevator and

rooms, and is assisted by various control turnstiles throughout

internal circulation bounding the courtyard that connects to the the building to allow as much public (non-paid) access to

building areas as possible.

circulation, informal social and recreation space, areas for
spectator viewing, and facilitate active surveillance

3.3.2.4 BUILDING ACCESS & USER
CIRCULATION

throughout the Recreation Centre.

The colour-coded plan illustrates the building layout and spatial At the center of the site is the outdoor space which
relationships between the different program components. Openis accessible to all and forms the heart of the facility.
circulation has been consolidated into the casual programming The outdoor space connects and adds to the casual
programming zones, defines the building mass, and
zones which primarily surround the courtyard. Stairs and
elevator cores are located in these zones to connect the

brings natural daylight, nature, and views into the centre of the

building levels.

building.

At Level 1, circulation is accessed from the landscaped plaza
via the entrance atrium. The atrium connects to both the
internal circulation and the Level -1 parkade where there is a
dedicated drop off zone. North of the lobby is a circulation
route that encompasses the courtyard, leading to Aquatics,
Fitness, Arena, Gymnasium, Multi-purpose Areas, and Art
Studio. Access to paid-only areas is restricted via a control
desk or turnstiles.
At Level 2, a secondary entrance from the east connects into
the Youth Centre, Children’s Areas, and Multipurpose Areas.
An open stair, slide, and elevator core connects to Level 1 to
access the remainder of facility.

3.3.2.6 LEVEL DIFFERENTIAL
Due to existing site levels, grade increases from the
base of plaza steps to the property line at the north-east corner
of the site along St. Georges Avenue and the
Highway (refer to subsection 2.2.4 Site Constraints). This level
differential allows access into the building multiple levels.
The level change between the SW and NE corners
of the site is accommodated between the Recreation
Centre and Seniors’ Centre where grade is softened
with planting and stepped paving. This change in level
creates two entrances on two levels: a primary entrance off the
plaza at 23rd Street E and a secondary entrance facing east
towards St. Georges Avenue. Both entrances provide universal
access to the building and outdoor

3.3.2.5 ORGANIZED AND CASUAL
PROGRAMMING, OUTDOOR SPACE

in-between spaces. In addition, this level differential

The building plan has been organized into three zones which

concealed underground.

include: organized programming, casual programming, and

allows the parkade and service cores at Level -1 to be
e
s

outdoor space.
Organized programming consists of the components
of the building area program which includes an aquatic centre,

n

Large, high ceiling program components are embedded
o

p
s

fitness centre, arena, gymnasium, seniors’ centre, and rooms into grade moving towards the north of the site. This
for various community programs.
e

R

The casual programming zones have been designed
as an intermediate space between outdoor and
indoor activity, and the concept of the space is deeply
embedded in the project Vision and Principles (see

helps to reduce the physical and visual impact of large
n

g
i
s

program volumes and solid frontage.
e

D

subsection 3.1 The Vision). These zones provide
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🢩 In-between/Social Spaces
• The Gathering Place – large scale space for community gathering and social events
• The Loop – 110m interior walking loop with resting benches around the courtyard
• The Retreat – multi-purpose space with quiet acoustic treatment providing sensory retreat
• The Launchpad – staging area for public skates and space for quieter study and reading
• The Rec Room – hang out area next to the Gymnasium with space for table tennis and foosball
• The Landing zone – touchdown space for the slide that connects the children’s programming on
Level 2 with the ground floor
• The Perch – overlook with soft furniture for lounging, people watching and for kids to run around
and blow off some steam
• The Bay – quiet window seats for resting, reading or chats with a friend
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3.3.2.7 SITE ACCESS

entrance to the HJCRC parkade and the shared loading with

The proximity of the site to the major transportation

Centennial Theatre.

thoroughfares of the Upper Levels Highway and Lonsdale
Avenue restricts direct access into the site (refer to subsection The Green Necklace has been integrated as a key feature,
2.2.4 Site Constraints).
designed as separated pedestrian and cycling paths integrated
with the signalized mid-block crossing. The mid-block crossing
The design of 23rd Street E (between Lonsdale and St.

has been designed with consideration of pedestrian safety,

George’s) enhances the pedestrian scale of the streetscape,

vehicular queuing, intersection functionality as well as creating

integrate the Green Necklace, and facilitates both the single

a clear and legible connection between the parkland to the

south of 23rd Street E and the front entrance to the new

the ice resurfacer.

HJCRC.
3.3.2.10 CENTENNIAL THEATRE
3.3.2.8 VIEWS

Integration with the existing Centennial Theatre has

The building has been designed to maximize views towards

been an integral part of the design process as it both

outwards and in between program spaces. Externally, the

neighbours the development site and shares car parking

arrangement and orientation of spatial volumes allow views

facilities with the Recreation Centre. At level 1, the

towards mountains to the north and through the courtyard.

theatre connects directly to the proposed plaza, providing
shared outdoor space with the community facility. Directly off

Internally, the casual programming zones and courtyard are

the plaza is a dedicated stair and elevator core that links to

highly glazed to maximize visual connections. At each level,

Level -1 of the shared parkade.

these zones provide spectator or casual viewing into main
program areas; allowing users to connect with the activity and
function of the building.

3.3.2.9 OPERATIONS
The Operations and Management (O&M) facility is located at
Level -1 in the SW corner (behind the theatre) and is accessed
via a vehicular or pedestrian route off 23rd Street or from
inside the parkade.
The O&M facility houses the loading dock, maintenance
storage, garbage storage, workshop, and staff offices.
Adjacent to the O&M facility is pool mechanical and
the parkade, with various service cores distributed
throughout linking Levels 1 and 2. In addition to this,
there is a dedicated refrigeration, mechanical, and

e
s
n
o

electrical core for the Ice Arena on Level 1.

p
s
e

For significant repairs and replacement, access to service

R

cores can be gained via the Level -1 parkade or from

n
g
i

a restricted loading area off the highway on-ramp. This
restricted loading area also serves as an exit route for

s
e

D
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3.4 Materials
Materiality has been chosen in relation to the following parameters:
• Visual appearance
• Contextual appropriateness
• Durability & maintenance
• Cost efficiency
The building envelope consists of: Concrete block cladding, corrugated metal cladding, clear glazing, obscured
glazing (whether 3D such as OkaTech or 2D frit), and wood structure & soffits.
Concrete block, as a natural and heavy element, is established as the cladding material for spaces submerged
into the sloping landscape. These spaces are typically on lower floors, require less daylight, or encompass
mechanical rooms. Concrete block is a durable and cost-efficient product with a texture suitable to its natural
context.

Above the concrete base, cladding material transitions into crisp, rectangular forms of corrugated metal and
vertical glazed curtain wall; volumes perched lightly and individually shifting off its base below. Curtain wall glass
was used strategically throughout the facility to concentrate its use where most impactful to achieve the desired
quality of light and transparency (overall glazing is 41%). More glass was used in gathering spaces with
indoor-outdoor connections while reduced on the blank walls of large 2 storey components. Intentional use of
obscured glazing further filters each programs’ exposure to light and exterior views during the day, while
reversing its expression as a glowing beacon of light during the night.
The atrium roof features an exposed wood structure with full-height curtain wall encompassing its space and
adjacent casual programming zones below, maximizing visibility into social spaces to create visual connections
between program areas. Additionally, the underside of cantilevered forms is clad with a wood soffit; this warmer
material complementing the landscape design and links to a community characterized by its natural environment.
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3.5 Concept Renders
The following concept renders show key views of the proposed HJCRC.
o

p
s
e

🢩 Concept Render - Exterior view from 23rd Street E

R

n

Crossing 23rd Street E, you can see the dramatic roof

g

cantilever hovering above. Multi-purpose rooms and

s

i

e

offices peer down from the second level beside an

D

atrium glowing with warmth, beckoning you inside. The
landscaped entrance plaza feels lush and natural.
VIEW KEY
e
s
n
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🢩 Concept Render - Exterior view from within the plaza

The entrance plaza can be compared to a clearing in the trees – an open
area that offers flexibility for a wide range of outdoor activities. You can see
various groups gathering in the plaza, filtering through an open atrium, and the
courtyard beyond. Multi-purpose rooms cantilever from the second floor.

VIEW KEY
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🢩 Concept Render – Interior view from within the atrium

n
o

The social heart of the building invites interaction and
play. A welcoming and flexible space that blurs the

p
s
e

R

boundary of indoor and outdoor. To the left of the image,
you see into the courtyard, which offers a lightwell
connecting to the Level -1 parkade. Activities in the
second floor multi-purpose room and mezzanine can be

n
g
i
s
e

D

witnessed from below.

VIEW KEY
e
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🢩 Concept Render – Exterior view from within the courtyard

The atrium and surrounding circulation glows with warmth on a rainy day. The
courtyard offers a natural reprieve from building functions and program – a
connection back to nature.

VIEW KEY
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s
n

🢩 Concept Render – Interior view from the Welcome
Centre

o

p
s
e

R

A community is welcomed into the vibrant social heart of
the building, with play structures dispersed throughout.
A spiral slide sits adjacent to the main stair, allowing a
playful way to connect from the second level.
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Gymnasium and courtyard activities can be seen
beyond. The atrium to the left offers a cafe to enjoy a
treat while providing views into the aquatic centre.
VIEW KEY

e
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🢩 Concept Render – Interior view adjacent to a corridor

A casual place to meet, play some games, or relax by yourself. You can see

various activities from different program spaces such as the courtyard, arena,
and gymnasium.

VIEW KEY
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🢩 Concept Render – Interior view from the skate change
area
Soft daylight filters into the arena as you enjoy an
afternoon on the ice. The adjacent multi-purpose room
offers a gathering space with a fireplace to warm up.
Spectators can watch from the adjacent seating area
and beyond, tree tops and the North Shore mountain
peaks can be seen.
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🢩 Concept Render - Interior view from within the Aquatic Centre

The zero-entry leisure pool provides play space and leisure swimming for

all ages (lap pool behind viewer). Framed views of the courtyard beyond are

prominent from within the aquatic centre. A wellness area to the right expands
to an exterior south-facing patio, and the fitness centre looks down from above

on the left.
VIEW KEY
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🢩 Concept Render – Interior view from within the fitness centre
Surrounded by elevated views to the North Shore Mountains, multiple
exercising options are offered on the second floor from studio classes
to individual strength training. A covered outdoor fitness space is directly
accessible from the fitness centre.

VIEW KEY
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🢩 Concept Render – Exterior view from active recreation zone
Vibrant and active play zones span across the outdoor program, providing
casual activities and sports for all ages and abilities. Towards the left, a second
level entrance connects from St. Georges Avenue via a walk adjacent to the
Silver Harbour Seniors’ Centre. Towards the right, concrete seating transitions
into an outdoor skatepark.
VIEW KEY
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3.6 Landscape Design
The open space design is driven by a diverse program of active and
passive outdoor recreational spaces. It is inspired by the character of
North Vancouver through the use of native and adaptive planting, and
materials including wood and stone.
A large south-facing entry plaza provides a welcoming

basketball games or

front porch for the community to gather, as well as a

skatepark.

between rides through the

lawn for everyday activities, larger gatherings of up to

Visitors to the Silver Harbour Seniors’ Activity Centre

two-thousand people, or a stroll before heading over

can

to the Centennial

south-facing

Theatre. This space is directly

go outside for a chat or sit on the sunny
social porch. Connections from the

connected to an interior atrium with views to a central

seniors centre to the

courtyard that provides visitors to the building natural

carefully thought out to provide

recreation centre have been

light, views of nature and a tranquil place to sit.

between the two facilities.

The North-East corner of the site supports an array of

The design and programming of the community

direct access

vibrant and diverse community functions fostering

recreation center’s open space creates an array of

social interaction and an outdoor active lifestyle; it is

opportunities to

a space where parents can meet while their children

between members of

play, and where people of all ages can talk between

community.

foster strong social connections
North Vancouver’s diverse
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3.7 Sustainability

energy intensive uses such as pools and ice rinks.
Despite these challenges, staff and design team pursued a
design approach that reduces the carbon intensity

The City has adopted aggressive climate action targets to

s
i
s

reduce greenhouse gas emissions and the
existing Harry Jerome Recreation Centre is the largest
contributor to the city’s overall emissions footprint. As a result,

y
l
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A

climate responsive sustainable design is a priority within the

t

project vision and principles.

o

s

C

In 2018, a set of performance targets and aspirational goals
were proposed as part of the project Sustainability Design
Vision Report to guide design direction and

of the project by approximately 81% compared to the existing

decision making for the HJCRC. While performance

facility, according to the preliminary energy model.

targets other than code requirements have not been
formally adopted, current design does respond to a range of

The preliminary energy model report (dated March 10, 2021)

aspirations set out in the report, and others more

estimates the following:

recently articulated by the City.
• Thermal energy demand (TEDI): 49.9 kWh/ m2.y
ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND OPERATIONAL
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS (GHGS)
The City of North Vancouver requires application of Step 1, of
the BC Energy Step Code, which supports energy efficient
design and good airtightness. The Step Code
does not include performance targets for emissions. The
existing recreation centre produces approximately 46
kg of CO2e/m2.y and accounts for 29%* of the City’s
corporate building greenhouse gas emissions. As such, the
redevelopment of the Harry Jerome community
center is identified as critical to meeting the City's GHG
reduction targets of 80% below 2007 levels by 2040
and achieving net zero or 100% emissions reductions
by 2050. To achieve this goal, the project would need to
aggressively reduce emissions, estimated at a 93-95%
reduction from the existing facility.
The Harry Jerome Community Recreation Centre has a highly
complex building program, with a mixture of

• Total Energy Use Intensity (TEUI): 377 kWh/ m2.y (49.5%
better than NECB 2015)
• Green House Gas Intensity (GHGI ): 8.5 kgCO2e/m2.y (81%
reduction from the
existing recreation center)
Note that the project is currently modelled to perform relatively
well compared to the code minimum energy requirements, but
efficiencies and emissions reductions that align with the
demands of climate responsive design require further
improvement.
The intensity of the aquatic and ice programs of the project
necessitate emphasis on efficient mechanical systems to
aggressively reduce energy demand and eliminate emissions.
To accomplish this, a comprehensive heat recovery approach
has been employed, whereby recovered heat from the arena
CO2 refrigeration system is transferred via chillers to end uses
such as pool heating, domestic hot water generation, and

space heating. This substantially reduces the amount of heat annual energy use from the building code requirements.
required from external sources. In addition, the heat recovery
chiller plant produces that heat at very high efficiency and will A summary of design strategies and energy conservation
operate at an efficiency 4 to 6 times better than a conventional measures contributing to performance include:
system. These strategies contribute to substantial reduction in
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Envelope

Highly insulated walls, roofs and floors
Double glazing, argon filled, with low e-coating and reflectivity coating
Airtightness test to be conducted per Energy step code requirement for quality
control

Mechanical Systems

Heat recovery from natatorium exhaust and building relief/exhaust to
ventilation air
Inblue filtration system for the pool
Water conserving plumbing fixtures including low flow sink faucets with
metered sensors and high efficiency flush valve toilets with sensor
activated flush
Variable speed pumping for heating, cooling, brine systems and pool system
pumps
Dew point calculations for humidity control in natatorium

Refrigerants

CO2 refrigeration system for ice rink. CO2 systems have a Global Warming
Potential (GWP) of 1, compared to a GWP of 1000-4000 for more traditional
refrigerants.

Electrical Systems

Daylighting
Efficient lighting fixtures (LED) with automated controls

OPPORTUNITIES

in the form of mass timber as part of the roof system.

While project is reducing operational carbon emissions

Increasing the use of wood in the project, exploring low carbon
significantly, reducing emissions more than 90% compared to concrete (high SCMs and/ or Carbon Cure), and using low
the existing facility is challenging given the district energy
impact insulation are immediate opportunities to improve the
connection to the LEC, which uses a carbon intensive natural embodied carbon performance. Setting a clear reduction goal
gas fuel source. As the LEC system is diversified in the future, relative to
HJCRC carbon intensity will improve. With the current reliance a baseline is the best way to inform design accordingly.
on natural gas, improving emissions depends upon further
Several valid methods and tools to measure embodied carbon
reducing energy demand. As design continues, this includes

using Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) are available in the market to

evaluating envelope efficiencies including the window-to wall

inform design progress.

ratio, considering exterior shading to control interior heat gain,
assessing thermal bridging, and setting a more ambitious air

Zero Carbon Building – Design (ZCB Design)

tightness target. Note that these strategies have co-benefits

certification is available through the Canada Green

including improving indoor comfort.

Building Council (CaGBC). The pursuit of this
certification is part of the City’s current evaluation of

Embodied carbon emissions are also a stated priority for the

their overall GHG reduction strategies. ZCB certification has

City. While no specific target for reduction is set, the design

low energy requirements that do not account for

currently proposes use of some low carbon structural material

building types that include pools or arenas. The CaGBC is

are in progress in other critical areas, summarized

currently reviewing their energy requirements for these types ofin the following table, including opportunities to further
s

buildings and the project team will continue
to explore opportunities to achieve this certification as clarity

i
s

address performance as design progresses:
y

on energy targets emerge.
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At this stage of design development, a significant
emphasis has been placed on building performance and
climate responsive design relative to operational energy and
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carbon. The strategies to address sustainability and climate
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Category

Design Vision/Guidance

Current Progress

Opportunities

Location +

Minimize the need for

270 parking spaces

Dedicate some parking

Transportati
on

automobile use and be a

shared between

to car share use.

catalyst for non-auto

Centennial Theatre,

mode transportation.

HJCRC, and Silver
Harbour.
45 secured and covered
bike spaces rec, 8 Silver
Harbour, 25% supplied
with electrical
outlets. 100 short term
bike spaces mostly
covered.
End of trip facilities and
showers provided in rec
and Silver Harbour.

Realize EV charging
location.

13% (36/270) of parking
stalls supplied with a Level
2 electric vehicle charging
stations

Water +

Maximize water and

Rainwater

rainwater re-use on site

Low flow fixtures

Consider water reuse
strategies that target pool
water, grey water and
rainwater to the significant
potable water
consumption of the rec
centre.

Low irrigation demand

Use a non-potable water

planting, efficient irrigation

source for irrigation.

with rain sensor and
weather station.
Rainwater currently

Consider additional Low

managed with a

Impact Development (LID)

detention tank at South

strategies to manage

portion of parking lot;

rainwater on site.

some infiltration provided

with rain gardens and
small green roof area.
Landscape
and
Biodiversity

N/A

Parking is located
underground.
Minimized hardscape

Set clear goals for
hardscape and measure
impact of
emissivity.

Green roof

Measure heat island and
water management
impact of green roof area,
consider expanding green
roof area.

Reflective TOP roofing

Confirm SRI value of roof
and evaluate hardscape
SRI values.
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Use of native and

Measure

amount of

adaptive vegetation.

native/

adaptive

planting;

measure

biomass density index
to understand climate
management potential.
Minimize uplighting on
exterior

Adopt BUG rating

Bird friendly design

Adopt a design standard

strategies applied.

for Bird Friendly Design
(CSA, City of Vancouver,
other).

Materials +

Design for a 50 year life

Glazing at the atrium and

Set an embodied carbon

Indoor
Quality

time, with durable and

interior courtyard

reduction target of at least

easily

introduces daylight and

10% below a baseline to

maintained/replaced

views at the core of the

evaluate low impact

products. The building

building.

material selection.

shall commit to
community health in its

Require low emitting

design, construction and

materials per LEED to be

operation

applied on interior.
Prioritize materials that
report environmental
impact through EPDs, or
material ingredient
reporting with HPDs or
other third party verified
transparency programs.
Require air flushing or
testing before
occupancy (refer to
LEED v4.1).

SUMMARY

water.

Building and site systems at HJCRC have the potential to be

• Better address rainwater management with more low impact
well integrated and offer exceptional co-benefits for long term, development strategies.
high performance, low carbon, and climate responsive design. • Evaluate potential for the landscape to maximize
Setting clear performance goals and establishing metrics will

carbon management and improve building

support decision making accordingly and accountability within

performance and comfort by reducing heat island

the design team and project stakeholder group. Considering

effect.

third party verification programs offers both accountability,

• Evaluating the embodied carbon of materials and

thresholds of performance, and established methods of

s
i
s

measurement, that can result in better performance as well as setting a target for reduction.
public recognition.
y
l

a

• Setting a materials health and transparency
Project performance across categories will benefit from the
following as design is refined:
• A comprehensive envelope study to evaluate passive
opportunities to control energy demand (thermal

n

A

t

benchmark to address emissions and health impacts.
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C

bridging, solar heat gain, shading and daylight).
• Evaluating opportunities to conserve and/or reuse potable
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81% carbon intensity reduction
from existing recreation centre
Electric car and bike charging Maximized daylighting

Sustainability
Highly insulated
building envelope

Heat recovery chiller plant
4-6 times more efficient
than conventional systems

commissioning of major
building
systems

(CO2 refrigeration)
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Innovative low energy pool
filtration system (InBlue)
49% better total energy
demand than NECB 2015
baseline

Integrated project
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3.8 Cost Analysis
A class B cost estimate was prepared based on the
review of the re-design information provided for the
new construction of the Harry Jerome Community
Recreation Centre in North Vancouver, BC. The estimate
was priced in Q1, March 2021 local unit rates and

Future consideration for
Zero Carbon Building – Design

assumed a construction start date of June 2022. Class
B construction cost estimates are typically +/- 10-15%
in accuracy with many variables influencing the final
construction price including the current uncertainty and
volatility of the market. Supply chain issues currently
being experienced may have unknown (short and long
term) impacts on pricing levels and anticipated projected
construction escalation.

HJCRC
Cost
Summary
CLASS B ESTIMATE

$153, 006, 000 Construction + Soft Costs
$28, 690, 000 Contingencies + Escalation
$181, 696, 000 Total Project Cost
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3.9 Project Schedule
The HJCRC project has completed the re-design
phase and will continue into construction documents
after council sign-off. The construction document
phase will take 10 months and conclude with the
next Council sign off in February 2022 and project
tendering to occur shortly after. There is opportunity
to tender the site prep work in advance which could
occur in Nov 2021. The construction phase is
scheduled to start in June 2022 and is anticipated to

continue for 3 years, completing in 2025.

Class

B
Estimat
e
Council
Sign-Of
f

Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept

2021
Design Development Constructio
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Estimate

Place

To Dec 2025
Potential Tender
of Site Prep

Class A

HJCRC Tender
Council Sign-Off with Financing in Contract

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb March April May June Dec

Documents Tender Construction

2022 2025

Award
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4.0 Next Steps
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4.0 Next Steps

if it is the preferred construction delivery

The next stage of this project is to proceed to is to

The team should also consider further investigations

proceed to detailed design and on to construction. We would

into sustainability opportunities and continue to find

advise the release of this design development

collaborative ways to further reduce GHG emissions.

report and continue into the next stage.
As part of the next stage, we would recommend the
City of North Vancouver consider hiring a construction manager

method.
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